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R E P O RT
“Students must leave

school with the passion

to question, without the

fear of looking foolish,

and with the knowledge

to learn where and how

the facts can be found.”

-Grant Wiggins  

Bonnie Lowry of Marshalltown was selected as the 2004 Iowa Assistant
Secondary Principal of the Year. Here’s a snapshot of her perspective on the pro-
fession:

What are some rewards of being an assistant secondary principal?
l Watching a young person grow from a floundering 9th grader to a mature young
adult.
l Empowering young people to put their thoughts into actions.
l At graduation, receiving a flower from a student or a handshake from a parent as
their gratitude and recognition of the time spent helping to create success.

What important lessons have you learned from mentors?
l There is always more than one right answer to each situation. The key to success and growth is
always looking for the next right answer.
l Making mistakes is the way that we all learn. Learning from our mistakes is the most important les-
son to be learned.
l Support systems are in place to be used. It is wise to ask questions and use others as a sounding
board before making tough decisions.

What strategies do you use in dealing with adolescents in discipline situations?
l Provide students the time necessary to share their perception of the situation, taking time to dia-
logue with them, before carrying through with the disposition.
l Let students know that your office is a safe place to think through situations before making choices.
l Remain calm and matter of fact when discussing the discipline situation with students. Ask them if
the situation could have been worse, then ask them what they could have done to make it better.

Congratulations to finalists Dr. Jennifer Lindaman of Ankeny and Terry Strait of Cedar Rapids
Jefferson. Thank you to selection committee members: Karla Grant, Muscatine; Karen Blocklinger,
Dubuque; Michael Bock, Waverly-Shell Rock; Barb Geissinger, Ottumwa; Bill Messerole,
Centerville; and Robert Miller, Forest City.

Lowry is Assistant Secondary Principal of the Year 
Leadership for Learning

Iowa Superintendents Advocate
Nationally for Public Education

Four superintendents, Robin Spears of
Sheldon, Dr. Veronica Stalker of Waukee,

Dwight Widen of St. Ansgar, and Dr. Tom
Williams of Muscatine, have been elected Iowa
representatives to the AASA Governing Board.
All four will be sworn in at the inaugural AASA
Governing Board meeting which will be held
Feb. 19, 2004, in San Francisco, Calif.

AASA Executive Director Paul Houston con-
gratulated the educators on their recent election.
“Having high quality school leaders representing
Iowa on the AASA Governing Board will add to
the overall vibrancy of the national organiza-
tion,” Houston said. “AASA looks to these lead-
ers to assist in setting our goals and providing
direction at this most important time.”

2004 SAI Legislative  
Platform Set

The SAI Rep. Council voted to
adopt the following legislative
position:

Statement of Collaboration: The membership
of the School Administrators of Iowa is aware
that public education is a major part of the Iowa
economy and the state's budget. As we prepared
our legislative priorities, we discussed the state's
budget limitations and the need for economic
development to fund schools and other pro-
grams to maintain the quality of life in Iowa.
SAI will actively encourage our membership to
work with state, county and local agencies to
promote economic growth. 

We also recognize that the legislature,
Department of Education, K-12 Districts,
Community Colleges, Area Education Agencies, 

continued on page 6 
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Notes on Leadership from Dr. Troyce Fisher

NATIONAL
REPRESENTATIVES

SAI STAFF

SAI OFFICERS
Sept. 1, 2003 to August 31, 2004

A Call to Action

M
y Mother's relatives have been gathering
together on Christmas night for 67 con-
secutive years. What started as a simple

get-together at the “home place” on the farm for
the 14 children of my grandparents soon grew
into a large assembly of extended family. Now
it's mostly my cousins and their children and
grandchildren who are left, and because many
have moved farther away, we find ourselves a
smaller, although no less celebratory, group than
before. 

These are salt of the earth, sensible people, most
of whom grew up on farms in Iowa and who
share the Iowa ethic of hard work, fiscal conser-
vatism, and a deep commitment to their faith. I
figured there would be no better, more represen-
tative group of “typical Iowans” than these from
whom to solicit reactions to the educational com-
munity's request for increased funding for
schools. So, after the traditional singing of carols
and opening of gifts, and over coffee, sandwiches
and chit chat, I did my informal polling.

I have to admit that what I heard surprised me a
bit. Looking back, it shouldn't have, but it did. I
thought I'd meet more resistance. When I was
asked, “How's work?” my consistent response
was, “There's no money for schools.” That's all it
took to open the floodgates of opinions. 

My snow bird cousin (a retired business person)
who was about to depart for Arizona for the win-
ter was appalled that we in Iowa would be put-
ting our education system at risk. “What's Iowa
thinking? It's our biggest resource.” 

My recently laid off cousin-in-law (blue collar
worker) wondered what all of the economic
development initiatives had accomplished and
said we should be sure we don't shortchange
schools in the process. 

Another cousin-in-law (a retired school principal)
volunteered to approach his school board if
armed with accurate data, saying “I'm not usually
politically active, but we can't afford to dismantle
education in Iowa of all places.” 

Still another (a custodian at one of our Regents
Universities) sought clarification about how it is
that schools can build buildings but have to lay

off teachers. His concern was that we need all of
the teachers we can get. 

And on and on it went. Clearly this is no scientif-
ic poll, and the “n” is very small, yet I was struck
by the consistency of the responses I was getting
and the passion with which the responses were
expressed. I sincerely believe that most Iowans,
when presented with the realities of the serious
crisis we're facing if we don't fund schools at
adequate levels, will support our call for 6 per-
cent allowable growth. We must articulate our
case factually and convincingly. We must exer-
cise the principle of “gentle pressure relentlessly
applied” with our legislators to accomplish our
goals.

Asking for 6 percent allowable growth is a bold
move. Some have suggested that it's a bargaining
ploy, using the reasoning that if we ask for 6 per-
cent we might get 3 percent. Nope. This isn't
about playing old negotiating games. This is
about stepping up to the plate and exercising our
responsibility as advocates for children to make
it very clear to Iowa's citizens and lawmakers
that 6 percent is what we need to undo the dam-
age that has been done by funding a total
increase in education dollars of only 1.17 percent
in the last three years. 

Others fear that we risk looking greedy or out of
touch with reality. Their question is “How?”
“How will this be funded?” “How can we do
this?” Well, there are lots of ways, if we have the
will. In fact, in a book on leadership that I'm
finding to be very powerful, Peter Block suggests
that 

We are on a treadmill, because although we
keep asking How? we have to wonder what to
do with the answers we are getting. No matter 
how many answers we get, we often decide not
to act on them. When we ask how to do some-
thing, it expresses our bias for what is practi-
cal, concrete, and immediately useful, often at 
the expense of our values and idealism. It 
assumes we don't know, and this in itself 
becomes a defense against action. Getting the 
question right may be the most important thing
we can do. (The Answer To How Is Yes,
2002.)

continued on next page 



U p c o m i n g

E v e n t s
DERU credit is available
for workshops and labs.

January
14 & 15 - Collective
Bargaining University,
SAI Office
21 - Assessing Iowa
Teacher Quality using
the ePortfolio™, SAI
Office
27 - School Law
Conference, West Des
Moines Marriott

February
3 - Winter Institute, West
Des Moines Marriott
5 - Winter Institute,
Collins Plaza, Cedar
Rapids
10 - Winter Institute,
Scheman Building, Ames
11 - Winter Institute,
Sioux City Convention
Center

March
3 & 4 - Collective
Bargaining University,
SAI Office
9 - Mentor/Mentee
Statewide Training, West
Des Moines Marriott

April
5 - SAI Legal Lab, West
Des Moines Learning
Resource Center
6 - SAI Legal Lab, West
Des Moines Learning
Resource Center
20 - Secretaries
Workshop, West Des
Moines Marriott

In
Brief

SAI Fills PIRC Position    
Ed Redalen has been hired by
SAI to fill the part-time position
created by the newly funded
Parent Information Resource
Center grant for which SAI is
also the fiscal agent. Ed is the
recently retired Director of

Educational Services for AEA 267 and last
year's recipient of the Central Office
Administrator of the Year award. Ed's responsi-
bilities will include working with school admin-
istrators across the state to help them engage
parents in meaningful ways in their children's
education. Ed will also be supporting principals
in the compliance aspects of NCLB and parent
choice. The grant is a three-year project in col-
laboration with AEA 267, the Iowa Department
of Education, and Tri-County Head Start
Services of Waterloo. 

At their December meeting 
SAI Executive Committee members:
l learned about the request to the SAI Retired
Corps to be August Conference Ambassadors,
assist with the Corporate Partner Program,
research Intensive Assistance Plans, and mentor
members;
l approved having the governor speak at the
closing session of the first day of Aug. confer-
ence; and
l heard about the joint press conference with
IASB, ISEA and SAI to advocate for increased
allowable growth.

Apply for the National School and
Business Partnerships Award
Created by The Council for Corporate & School
Partnerships, the National School and Business
Partnerships Award will recognize exemplary
partnerships between schools and businesses
around the country.

Partnerships involving K-12 public schools
and/or school districts and businesses are eligi-
ble to apply for the award. The Council will
present six awards in the inaugural year. Those
selected for the award will receive national
recognition and the schools or districts will
receive $10,000 to support partnership efforts.
Applications sent via mail must be postmarked
and online, faxed and e-mail submissions must
be received by Jan. 29, 2004. http://www.corp-
schoolpartners.org
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I was recently in a group where former Governor
Robert Ray was asked to comment on the wisdom
of asking for 6 percent allowable growth. He
looked at the 40 or so of us and said, “Your job as
leaders is to advocate for Iowa's children and their
needs; to be as honest as you can be about the
severity of the problem; and to provide accurate
information to lawmakers as they engage in their
deliberations. It is the task of lawmakers to exer-
cise their responsibility to fund what Iowa val-
ues.” 

Let's roll.

REPORT

The SAI Report is 
published for association

members and selected 
community and business 

leaders by School 
Administrators of Iowa.

Your comments and 
suggestions are welcome.

Tracy J. Harms, Editor

School Administrators of Iowa
12199 Stratford Drive
Clive, IA 50325-8146

Phone: (515) 267-1115
FAX: (515) 267-1066

http://www.sai-iowa.org

Make a Difference with Mentoring
In the report “Making the Case for Principal
Mentoring,” Dr. Vincent L. Ferrandino, NAESP
executive director, and Dr. Mary-Beth Fafard,
executive director, Northeast and Islands Regional
Educational Laboratory at Brown University, indi-
cate, “There is an unquestionable connection
between the principal’s ability to lead learning and
the support they themselves receive in their every-
day work. Mentoring supplies the necessary sup-
port as effective job-embedded professional devel-
opment.” 

Fifty-six mentor/mentee pairs of Iowa principals
and superintendents are nearly halfway through
their school year journey. SAI, the AEAs and ISU
continue to work with the mentors and mentees in
support of their relationships. A November 11
meeting featured sessions on the administrator as
change leader, an update on Comprehensive
School Improvement Plans, an update on the state
budget and form requirements for superintendents,
coaching training for mentors and discussion of
leadership issues for all. 

January is National Mentoring Month 
The National Mentoring Partnership celebrates
mentoring and the positive effect it can have on
young lives. Its goals are to
l raise awareness of mentoring;
l recruit individuals to mentor; and
l promote the rapid growth of mentoring.

Throughout January, people and organizations
across the country will celebrate how mentoring
makes a positive and powerful impact in the lives
of both the mentors and mentees. January 15 will
also mark the national premiere of Thank Your
Mentor Day™, which gives both current and for-
mer mentees the opportunity to honor their men-
tors.   

Visit http://www.mentoring.org for more infor-
mation.
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It’s almost time to start negotiations. One of the
issues “out there” for discussion is what the
evaluation process will look like for experi-

enced teachers. The Iowa Teacher Quality Act
(“TQA”) currently requires that we be ready to
start that process by July 1 of 2005, for the 2005-
06 school year. I happen to be pleased about the
fact that we’ll be able to dump those old mostly
worthless evaluation instruments in favor of more
rigorous standards, but it’s been a long time since
even the veterans among us have negotiated new
evaluation procedures.

The Iowa State Education Association has been
working tirelessly for months to develop a blue-
print for evaluation of experienced teachers. We at
SAI have had an opportunity to read some of the
later drafts as they have evolved, including what
was labeled the “Final Draft” in November. SAI
put together a committee to read it and react, on
behalf of SAI members, and that’s the current
project on my plate. You should have it in your
hands by the end of January at the latest. Because
you may be entering into negotiations prior to
receiving our reaction paper, I want to hit some of
the highlights of the ISEA proposal for you. There
is much good work in it, but, as might be predict-
ed, we have some differences of opinion.

The Teacher Quality Act separates Iowa teachers
into three categories: Beginning Teachers, Career
Teachers, and Advanced Teachers. We’re not
going to discuss either the first or the last category
in this column. (For the former, see March ’03
CYA: “Evaluator Training” addressing evaluating
beginning teachers.) The “Advanced Teacher”
portion of the law has been delayed by the legisla-
ture.

Iowa Code chapter 284 lays out the basis for eval-
uating Beginning Teachers, whose proficiency in
the 8 Iowa teaching standards and 42 criteria is
assessed at the end of mentoring and induction.
Evaluation for Career Teachers is bifurcated: A
meeting occurs annually between teacher and
evaluator to review progress by the teacher
towards goals set in the teacher’s Individual
Career Development Plan. In addition, the evalua-
tor is required to conduct a Performance Review
of the teacher (at least) every three years. Career
teachers are to be evaluated to assess the Career
Teacher’s competency in, at a minimum, the 8
standards and 42 criteria. I say “at a minimum”
because we may add or agree to add additional
standards and criteria for them, but we may not
delete any.

It is likely that the issue of what standards
and/or criteria, if any, are to be added in a spe-
cific school district will arise in informal or
formal discussions with staff this year and defi-
nitely next year because they need to be in
place by July 1, 2005. Moreover, you will need
to have agreed with the teacher’s association,
in those districts that have collective bargain-
ing agreements with teachers, on what the
evaluation procedures will look like. 

This brings up the dichotomy of the subject of
evaluation in Iowa law. Section 20.9 of the
Code includes “evaluation procedures” as
mandatory subjects of bargaining. Evaluation
procedures are different from standards and
criteria, which I call the “what” of the evalua-
tion. Currently, due to another statute and a
Supreme Court interpretation of it, the employ-
er can set additional standards of performance
and criteria unilaterally OR get input from
teachers OR actually bargain with the associa-
tion regarding additional standards and criteria.
It is clear, however, that the procedures associ-
ated with evaluation — things like the “how,”
“when,” “where,” and “how often,” for exam-
ple — must be negotiated.

It would seem appropriate to start asking your
staff what they might want added to the “8 and
42” for experienced teachers, if anything. What
is on the current instrument that they’re in love
with and don’t want to lose? Is it encompassed
in one of the 8 and 42? If not, we can consider
adding it for Career Teacher evaluation. If we
don’t need or want additional standards or cri-
teria, we can stick to the 8 and 42.

The term “standards of performance” as used
in the Code suggests that it is also the right of
the employer to determine where the “bar” is
set for acceptable performance. Clearly we
would have a different bar for beginning teach-
ers and experienced teachers, even though they
may be evaluated using the same standards and
criteria. Because the 8 and 42 don’t readily
lend themselves to a numeric formula, you
may end up using a word or phrase or sentence
to describe the district’s expectation for contin-
ued employment in each category and/or over-
all for both your rookies and your veterans.

Individual Career Development Plans 
The ISEA Final Draft places a lot of emphasis
on the Individual Career Development Plans.
(Let’s acronymize them to ICDPs, shall we?)

. . . and other pearls
of wisdom.

Consult Your
Attorney

Consult Your Attorney by Kathy Lee Collins

Evaluating “Career” Te a c h e r s :
Things to Think About Prior to Negotiations

The article, Consult
Your Attorney, is intend-
ed only as a reference in
regard to the subject
matter covered. It is fur-
nished with the under-
standing that SAI is not
engaged in rendering
legal advice. If a legal
opinion is desired, pri-
vate legal counsel
should be consulted.
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The Draft suggests that the teacher adopt one or
two goals, and it appears s/he would work on those
goals for the three year interval between
Performance Reviews. In addition, it appeared to
us that rather than “individual” career development
plans, ISEA is promoting group plans, where each
teacher in the group adopts the same goal(s) and
they work on them together. Finally, there also
seems to be a great deal of emphasis on the ICDPs
and progress towards the goals as the primary
foundation for assessment in the Performance
Review. (“The ideal implementation of [the ICDP
and Performance Review] process is a three-year
cycle in which the teacher’s work on the [ICDP]
concludes with a performance review. The per-
formance review serves as the launch of the next
[ICDP].”)

Our team had a few thoughts about those posi-
tions. First, we favor an absolute minimum of two
goals for ICDPs, with three being more the norm.
Second, we don’t think there’s any reason to con-
clude that goal-attainment be presumed to take
three years. After all, the purpose of the annual
review is to assess progress, which could certainly
include attainment, and to tweak or revise the
goals accordingly. Third, we concluded that while
group goal-setting may be appropriate in some set-
tings, the team or project orientation makes indi-
vidual assessment difficult and ignores the “I” in
“ICDP” as well as minimizing the fact that differ-
ent teachers have different levels of mastery in
various areas. Watch out for too much group goal-
setting. And, for the record, we believe the attain-
ment or mastery of one’s goals should be a factor
in the Performance Review, but ICDP progress is
not the be-all and end-all of the evaluation.

The Reaction Paper will go into much more detail,
but one final comment is in order with respect to
ICDPs: We recommend that when teachers and
evaluators sit down to create an ICDP, they have in
front of them the district’s CSIP, with the district’s
career development plan and the student achieve-
ment goals of both the district and the attendance
center highlighted. The teacher’s goal-setting
process should focus on student achievement and
be tied to the district’s goals; ICDPs are not just
about the area or topic in which the teacher wants
to grow professionally, although “the needs of the
teacher” is one of the stated bases for the individ-
ual plan. Let’s not confuse “wants” with “needs.”

The Performance Review
A significant departure between SAI’s view of
what the legislature intended in establishing
Chapter 284, the TQA, and what ISEA apparently
envisions is related to the three-year Performance
Review. The ISEA Final Draft struck all of us on
the committee as espousing a “presumption of
competency” in the standards and criteria. That is
to say, the Draft doesn’t discuss how a teacher pro-
vides evidence of meeting the 8 and 42 (or more,
if additional standards and criteria are adopted).
Rather, in their view the burden is on the evaluator

to show that the teacher has not met one or
more of the standards. There’s absolutely no
reference to artifact gathering, that “natural
harvesting” of evidence that Charlotte
Danielson talks about, or a portfolio — or any
other option for demonstrating or documenting
attainment of the standards and criteria. SAI’s
committee thinks this misses the mark. We
believe the law envisions that experienced
teachers provide documentary evidence of
work towards and attainment of the standards,
just as beginning teachers must do. This is a
significant difference of opinion.

The Draft discusses an observation, presum-
ably occurring in the third year of the cycle,
which forms one of the bases for the
Performance Review. (Progress on one’s ICDP
and the “Summative Evaluation” being the
other two.) For one thing, the SAI committee
members sincerely hope and expect that evalu-
ators are “observing” more than once every
three years. But more importantly, the use of
the phrase “an observation” leading to the
Summative Evaluation is reminiscent of the
“old” evaluation system which has been
repealed and replaced (good riddance!) with a
process that assesses many, many things that
are not, in the literal sense, “observable” in a
classroom visit. In reading the 8 and 42, it is
clear that the majority of the measures of a
teacher’s performance in fact are not observ-
able in a one-time or even two-time observa-
tion schedule. Finally, if there is any sugges-
tion in the Draft that the “observation” is an
end in itself, the committee would respectfully
disagree. Observational data are, typically,
snap-shots giving insight into a teacher’s per-
formance rather than the foundation of the
assessment itself.

A key piece of the three-year Performance
Review process is when to start it. (By the
way, the Performance Reviews can occur
more, but not less frequently than every three
years.) Clearly, the first year you’re required to
do them is the ‘05-’06 school year. If you fol-
low the logical format, approximately one-
third of your teachers would be on cycle each
year. Question: In 05-06 do we expect that first
group of teachers being evaluated to provide
evidence of attainment of the standards and
criteria? Or is that the year the first group
starts the process, with the creation of an
ICDP such that a Performance Review is three
years down the road? The ISEA Draft favors a
“phase-in” and “pilot” approach. The SAI
committee believes if we set a schedule now
and discuss the data collection process, even in
general, the teachers in the first cycle (‘05-’06)
will have enough notice to pull together their
documentation by the spring of 2006. Phasing
in is necessary only as it pertains to dividing
the teachers into three groups.

SAI School Law
C o n f e r e n c e

Jan. 27

The morning general ses-
sion will focus on
Schools in Need of
Assistance with a panel
made up of educators
who have been or are fac-
ing the reality of becom-
ing a SINA school. The
afternoon general session
features Iowa's finest
legal minds in the School
Law arena taking ques-
tions from the audience
and discussing a topic of
interest they've recently
encountered. Breakout
sessions will include
"Aberrations to Regular
Enrollment," "Protected
Classes," "E-mail!" and
"Does This Have to go to
the Board?"

Brochures have been
mailed. You may also
download a copy at
http://www.sai-
iowa.org/lawconf.pdf or
call 515-267-1115 and a
form will be faxed to you.

continued on page 8
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Legislative Platform, continued from  page 1

Regent's institutions and other education organiza-
tions have a valuable role to play in a collaborative
effort to provide all Iowa students with equal
access to educational programs that are efficient
and sustainable. A large part of providing equal
access is the ability of these educational institu-
tions to be able to provide and sustain adequate
technology for their students and staff.

Major issues:
Allowable growth is the most important priority
for SAI during the 2004 legislative session. The
recent low levels of funding and funding reduc-
tions have had a negative effect on the delivery of
education in Iowa. Thus, we propose that the next
allowable growth rate be 6 percent. This level of
funding is necessary to reverse recent program
cuts and continue the pursuit of programs that are
producing increases in student performance. We
understand that this will require increasing revenue
and/or reinstating previous tax cuts. 

Consideration should also be given to modifying
the Budget Guarantee elimination implementation
time line. Due to the past few years of economic
problems, the number of districts that are on budg-
et guarantee far exceeds what was expected when
the legislation to phase out the guarantee was
passed. Thus, there needs to be an adjustment in
this legislation. We also feel that the legislature
needs to address on-time funding since the same
economic factors affecting the budget guarantee
are causing districts needing on-time funding to
struggle to meet their obligations.  

We believe that once the allowable growth rate
is set it should not be reduced. Shifts in funding
that the legislature initiates after the growth rate
has been set have the effect of lowering the growth
rate and should be funded by adding to the growth
rate. 

The funding for class size reduction should be
continued and acted upon early enough to prevent
staff reductions that will occur if it is approved
after teacher contract renewal dates. 

SAI favors flexibility in the expenditure of cate-
gorical dollars that are provided to school districts.
Flexibility is especially important during a time of
limited resources. When flexibility was granted in
the past it was very helpful to districts. 

Other issues for consideration: 
Staff Development: SAI feels that staff devel-
opment is a significant contributor to quality
education. This requires the funding of addi-
tional time for staff development (the proposed
two days in the Teacher Quality Act for ‘05-
’06), funding districts for preparing staff devel-
opment activities, and funding for AEAs to
develop and provide staff development.  The
requirements of teacher quality, NCLB, read-
ing, math and science are a few of the areas
requiring staff development.

Teacher Quality/Compensation: We encour-
age the legislature to continue to fund the pres-
ent mentoring and induction programs and to
implement the remainder of the program when
on-going funding is available. We also encour-
age expansion of the mentoring and induction
opportunities for administrators.

SAI continues to support improved pay and
benefits for educators to attract and retain the
brightest and the best in the profession. 

Statewide one-cent sales tax: As more coun-
ties pass the local option sales tax, the legisla-
ture should look at making this a statewide tax.
This action should hold harmless the counties
that have already approved the tax. This would
provide the opportunity for all counties to take
advantage of the potential property tax relief
and the flexibility provided by the 2003 legis-
lation. 

Early childhood education: SAI believes that
this is an area that should be funded and that
the rewards in student performance would be
identifiable and significant.     

IPERS: SAI members feel that the legislature
should take the necessary steps to maintain the 
existing program with 60 percent paid by the
employer and 40 percent by the employee. The
necessary increases for the employer should be
allowed to taken from the Management Fund.
We feel that this issue is a major tool in attract-
ing and retaining the brightest and best educa-
tors in Iowa.  It is also a major statement by
the legislature of Iowa's appreciation for a job
well done. 

I n  M e m o r i a m

Robert Gray, retired ele-
mentary principal,
Ankeny. (12-1-03)

Clay Groff, retired super-
intendent, Grand
Community Schools. (12-
25-03)

Richard Persoon, cur-
riculum director at
Pleasantville. (12-14-03)

Marie Tirozzi, wife of
NASSP executive director
Gerald Tirozzi. (11-15-
03)

Your Help is Needed! Identify 20 Iowa School Advocates 
Recruit 20 community members for the Public Education Advocacy Network. Iowa legislators
and others need to hear first-hand about the needs of our public schools so that sound deci-
sions can be made.

Individuals who sign up will receive regular e-mails explaining key issues to help you stay
informed and take action. You'll be part of a voluntary, grassroots effort to ensure that every
child benefits from quality public schools. Visit myiowaschools.org to join today!
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I
n only about a decade, e-mail communication
has evolved from a curiosity to a workplace
convenience to an office and school staple. 

Electronic mail technology has greatly increased
our ability to communicate. E-mails are quick,
easy to use (for most of us) and, because of the
“reply” button, enable us to have rapid two-way
communication.

Because it’s so easy to compose and send e-
mails, too many people don’t put enough thought
into them. Mistakes and misunderstandings can
occur: Is that what you really meant? Do you
mean January 12 or January 21? Why can’t I open
your attachment?

Here are 10 tips for send-
ing both effective and profes-
sional e-mails.
1. Start with a meaning-
ful subject line. A one-
word subject line of
“Meeting” beats sending a
blank line. However,
“Meeting tonight” is an
improvement and “Are you
coming to tonight’s meet-
ing?” is even better. Experts
say specific details in the
subject line will spur recipi-
ents to reply promptly.
2. Write for the situation. If you’re writing a
colleague down the hall, you can probably skimp
on the punctuation and grammar. If you’re reply-
ing to a parent’s e-mail or writing someone you
don’t know, use with the same quality and profes-
sionalism you would exhibit in a printed letter.
3. Keep your e-mails short and to the
point. Because school leaders can be flooded
with e-mails each day, you can appreciate brevity.
Keep your messages short and focused and get to
your subject quickly. If you’re such a good writer
that people want you to send longer e-mails,
you’re in the wrong business. If your e-mail hap-
pens to get long, look for ways to break up the
text, perhaps with sub-headings.
4. Make e-mails easy to read. Avoid fancy
text. Many people use plain text to display mes-
sages, so the fancy fonts and bright colors won’t
be visible. Don’t make your messages all capitals
or all lowercase either. All caps in e-mails tend to
indicate you are SCREAMING. Use good punctu-
ation and grammar as well. 

5. Identify yourself. Make sure your e-mail
recipient knows who you are. End each e-mail
with your name, title and school or school dis-
trict. If you don’t know the recipient, it does-
n’t hurt to also identify yourself early in the
message.
6. Keep attachments to a minimum.
Attachments are wonderful ways to send doc-
uments and images. However, they can take a
long time for some people to download. If
your attachment is a not-too-lengthy text mes-
sage, just include it in the body of your e-
mail. Attachments are most effective when

you know the receiver has
the capability to open them.
7. Keep it clean and
nice. Even though e-mails
are seemingly informal,
don’t be lulled into writing
something you won’t want
distributed elsewhere. Treat
e-mail as any other form of
communication––if you
don’t want it attributed to
you, don’t write it.
8. Don’t assume it’s
private. Your seemingly
private e-mail can end up
in some strange mailboxes,

so don’t assume only your recipient will see it.
Also, if you’re in a public school district, your
school e-mail messages probably are public
documents.
9. Before you hit “send.” Before sending
your e-mail, take an extra moment to proof-
read it. Does it convey the message you
intended? Did you run the spellcheck? Are the
facts correct? Also, make sure you’re sending
the right e-mail to the right person. Check that
address one more time.
10. Is e-mail the best method?
Sometimes an e-mail may not be the best way
to communicate. If someone sends you an e-
mail, especially if the person is agitated, per-
haps a phone call or a personal visit is better
suited to deal with the situation. Then again,
there are times when e-mail is the perfect
communication medium.

Steve Jones operates the communications office at
Heartland Area Education Agency, Johnston.

Ten Ways to Send Effective E-mail Messages
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Bullying Prevention Report

Fight Crime: Invest in Kids released a report titled
Bullying Prevention is Crime Prevention focusing on
the scope of the problem of bullying in our nation’s
schools, the connection to later crime, and programs
that work to prevent bullying. 

Bullying affects one out of every three children in
sixth through tenth grades and can lead to more seri-
ous consequences, including violent crime and death.
Fortunately, there are cost-effective, research-proven
programs that can prevent bullying and later crime
and violence. The report identifies several bullying
prevention programs and urges their widespread
implementation. The report is available at www.fight-
crime.org

Also, watch for details on the April 5 & 6 SAI Legal
Labs which will focus on the topic of bullying.

Evaluating “Career Teachers” 
continued from page 5

Intensive Assistance
The final “section” of the Draft and the law relates to Intensive
Assistance, that process of helping teachers with deficiencies in
the standards or their overall performance to improve. ISEA’s
Final Draft splits the process into two phases: an “awareness”
phase and actual intensive assistance. This mirrors the
Department of Education’s model written by Tom McGreal and
based, I am told, on Charlotte Danielson’s recommendation.
The Draft suggests a prescribed minimum and maximum time
for the awareness phase and a minimum time for intensive
assistance. (The maximum is twelve months, as set by statute.)
The SAI committee isn’t crazy about a mandatory “awareness
phase,” as it has the potential of dragging out the remediation
process. If we can identify what Danielson and McGreal saw as
the purpose for an awareness phase (for example, giving ade-
quate notice of a deficiency), it is possible to address that con-
cern in other ways. We also do not subscribe to that portion of
the Draft which sets, presumably in the Master Contract, mini-
mum and/or maximum time periods for the intensive assistance
process (aside from respecting the statutory maximum of
twelve months). There are just too many variables to make this
a viable recommendation. 

Another facet of the Intensive Assistance section with which
the committee disagrees is ISEA’s proposal of an automatic
suspension of the ICDP once a teacher is identified for inten-
sive assistance. Again, we think this determination should be
made on a case-by-case basis. If the goals of the teacher’s
ICDP are consistent with and in the same area as the area(s)
targeted for intensive assistance, the intensive assistance plan
simply complements the teacher’s work on his or her ICDP.
There’s no reason that we could envision for putting the plan
on hold in every case.

Finally, one more issue: Forms. The product created by ISEA
contains numerous forms for a variety of steps in the evaluation
process. Forms are seductive. They can reduce a very important
task to a “check-list” level, and so we advise caution before
adopting forms as part of negotiated or otherwise agreed-upon
procedures. (For alternatives to ISEA’s proposed forms, see the
D.E. Web site.)

The SAI committee realizes it sits in the easy chair. It’s a piece
of cake reacting to another’s proposal compared to the work
that goes into creating the proposal in the first place. We cer-
tainly respect the amount and quality of the efforts put into the
document “Career Development, Performance Review, and
Intensive Assistance for Career Teachers” by ISEA staff and
thank them for their leadership in this area. SAI also appreciat-
ed being consulted in the latter stages of development of the
Draft and the willingness of the drafters to consider the ques-
tions, comments and suggestions of the SAI Executive
Committee. In some cases, changes were made to address our
issues. While we agree on many aspects of the Career Teacher
evaluation process, there are nevertheless some areas that our
thinking diverges from that of the state’s largest teachers asso-
ciation.

Watch for the committee’s more detailed report, coming soon to
a mailbox near you.

SAI Annual Conference
August 10 & 11, 2004

Linking Leadership and Learning


